SADS Foundation COVID-19 Website Updates

Watch for COVID-19 updates--new information and new programs-- on our dedicated website page. This will include Facebook Live videos, other videos, latest science published papers and upcoming programs.

Facebook Live Events

Join us for a weekly Facebook Live Event at 1:20 pm ET each Friday. What a great chance to get your questions answered by a medical expert!

Previous Facebook Live sessions are posted on SADS website and SADS YouTube Channel.

Rescheduled Monday, April 6: The next session when Dr. Ackerman answers your questions and talks with SADS Foundation Scientific Advisor Dr. Arthur Wilde about his newly-published HRS article "SARS-CoV-2, COVID-19 and inherited arrhythmia syndromes".

Friday, April 10 - Dr. Ackerman answers your questions live and talks with Dr. Elijah Behr, another SADS Scientific Advisor.

Future topics include a discussion of Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Cardiomyopathy (ARVC) / Arrhythmogenic Right Ventricular Dysplasia (ARVD). Stay tuned for details.

Join us on Facebook @SuddenArrhythmiaDeathSyndromesFoundation

SADS Heart-to-Heart

Join us for an online chat session, SADS Heart-to-Heart, to be held weekly on Fridays. Next one will be April 10. This is a place for our SADS community to meet and talk about what's going on at home and in your communities. Online communication has become the way to stay connected. Please join us to support each other; let's chat on Friday!

New! SADS Chat for Kids: Thursday, April 9 @ 6 pm EDT
A chat meant just for SADS kids to "meet" each other in Zoom and have some fun. Ages 8 to 17 are welcome. Please email sads@sads.org with your name and age and we'll send you the link for Thursday.

**Fight to End COVID**

The Fight to End COVID community is a Genetic Alliance, xCures, and LunaDNA initiative to gather individual direct experience so scientists can study long-term health effects, treatment effectiveness, and how we can best prepare for future disasters. Privacy is protected, data never leaves the platform, the questions come to a virtual computer environment so that each individual can control who has access to their data (keep a string on the data). The survey is brief. The power of an organized community has never been clearer. Click here to join us.

**UCSF Study Helps Fight COVID-19 in 5 minutes a day!**

- Slow the outbreak
- Identify communities at risk sooner
- Track the impact of COVID-19

Join the COVID-19 Citizen Science study by downloading the app. As long as you're at least 18 years old, it's important to participate--even if you haven't been exposed to COVID-19!

Click below to download apps and Use Study Key COVID19 on Mobile Device:
Apple Store: https://eureka.app.link/19covid
Google Play: https://eureka.app.link/19covid

**Published Papers & Posters**

Click here to access the posters and presentations we have assembled from the virtual ACC2020 and other sources.
Obtain the CredibleMeds mobile app for free by clicking the following links: Apple App Store (iOS), Google Play (Android devices) and the Windows Mobile Device store.